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OPINION

A
t ITiCSE (July 2016) in Arequipa, Peru, 
the ACM CCECC (Committee for 
Computing Education in Community 

Colleges) organized and presented an 
invited panel titled “Global Perspectives 
on the Role of Two-Year/Technical/
Junior Colleges in Computing Education.” 
Panelists from four different continents 
represented Australia (Simon), Canada 
(Diana Cukierman), China (Ming Zhang), 
Peru (Ernesto Cuadros-Vargas), and the 
United States (Elizabeth Hawthorne). 
Education systems differ around the world, 
and many countries have schools that fit 
somewhere after high school and before or 
in parallel with universities, usually offering 
shorter-term and/or more workforce-
oriented degrees than universities. When 
considering pathways in computing 
education, these schools play an important 
role. This column presents information on 
such schools in the countries represented 
by the ITiCSE panel, and takes a deeper 
look at community colleges in the U.S. and 
the typical computing programs offered 
using my own school as an example.

Community colleges comprise a 
significant portion of higher education in 
the United States, with over 1100 colleges 
across the country enrolling over 12 million 
students. The American Association of 
Community Colleges 2016 Fast Facts sheet 
[1] indicates that 45% of United States 
undergraduates are community college 
students. The number is over 50% for 
some demographic groups, namely Black, 
Hispanic, and Native American. Additional-
ly, 46% of students who complete a degree 
at a four-year institution were previously 
enrolled in a two-year institution [4]. The 

number is over 60% for some U.S. states, 
including California and Texas.

The variety of computing programs and 
courses offered at community colleges 
in the United States is vast and serves a 
diversity of constituent groups. Comput-
er science transfer programs offer lower 
division coursework towards a computer 
science bachelor’s degree, and (ideally) 
allow students smooth transfer to a four-
year university to complete the degree. 
Applied associate degree programs offer 
a two-year degree (Associate of Applied 
Science, or AAS) leading to entry-level 
employment. While the transfer programs 
at community colleges are typically 
modeled after the lower division portion of 
the local university’s programs to facilitate 
transfer, applied programs can vary widely 

and are often driven by the local economy. 
Titles of AAS degrees in computing include 
Information Technology, Computer Infor-
mation Systems, Network Administration, 
Computer Network Systems & Security, 
Information Assurance, Computer Pro-
gramming Specialist, Internet and Mobile 
Device Software Development, to name 
a few. In applied programs, courses may 
align with industry certifications, such as 
A+, Networking+, CCNA, and Security+.

In addition to degree programs, com-
munity colleges in the United States offer 
an assortment of certificate programs, as 
well as non-credit courses and programs. 
Certificates generally have a narrower 
focus than degrees, and may be pursued 
along with an associate degree, or perhaps 
stacked towards a degree. Some commu-
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nity colleges contract with local businesses 
to offer computing certificates to a target-
ed audience. Often non-credit courses are 
offered to the local community and may 
range from basic computer skills to digital 
design to programming languages.

As an example, Table A summarizes 
the computing programs at Portland 
Community College (PCC). Located in 
Portland, Oregon, PCC is the largest 
community college in the state of Oregon, 
enrolling approximately 90,000 students 
per year. Three computing departments 
offer for-credit degrees and certificates in 
computing: Computer Science, Computer 
Information Systems (CIS), and Computer 
Applications and Office Systems (CAS). 
The courses in the computer science 
transfer program are modeled closely 
after those at Portland State University, 
the most popular transfer destination for 
PCC computer science students. Computer 
science students also transfer to Oregon 
Institute of Technology, Oregon State Uni-
versity, University of Oregon, and Western 
Oregon University. The CIS program offers 
two AAS degrees and a variety of certifi-
cates. An advisory board of local industry 
leaders informs the offerings in CIS. CAS 
similarly has an industry advisory board, 
and offers AAS degrees and certificates on 
the topics of office software as well as web 
design and development.

A detailed example of both transfer and 
applied computing degrees at a commu-
nity college can be found at Bluegrass 
Community and Technical College (BCTC), 
located in Lexington, Kentucky. BCTC’s 
computer science transfer degree is a 
featured exemplar in CS2013 [3], and their 
computer & information technologies AAS 
degree is a program example in the ACM IT 
two-year guidance (Information Technol-

ogy Competency Model of Core Learning 
Outcomes and Assessment for Associ-
ate-Degree Curriculum [2]).

Students at community colleges in the 
United States range from those fresh out 
of high school, to working professionals 
looking to upgrade their skills, to those 
wanting a career change, to retired indi-
viduals who want to keep learning. One of 
the distinguishing features of community 
colleges is that they are open access, and 
the demographics of the student popula-
tion tends to reflect that of the surround-
ing community.

In Canada, the educational model varies 
by province. During the ITiCSE panel [5], 
Diana Cukierman shared her perspective 
from British Columbia based on her 
membership on the British Columbia 
Computing Education Committee 
(BCCEC), a part of the British Columbia 
Council on Admissions and Transfer. The 
British Columbia post-secondary system 
includes public colleges and institutes 

in addition to universities. The range of 
programs offered at the colleges is similar 
to the range in the United States described 
above. However, there are very few 
private colleges and universities, thus the 
province can mandate transfer pathways 
from colleges to universities, which it 
does for computing programs through 
the BCCEC. With twice-yearly meetings 
and ongoing collaboration, the BCCEC 
facilitates articulation for transfer degrees 
in computing.

The Chinese education system includes 
junior colleges which offer 2- and 3-year 
degrees that have lower requirements than 
universities. As Ming Zhang shared at the 
ITiCSE panel [5], these junior colleges offer 
vocational programs as well as programs 
that allow transfer to a university. In fact, 
some local universities, such as Beijing 
Union University, are required to reserve 
up to 15% of enrollment for junior college 
graduates transferring to the university. 
The employment rate for those students 
seeking a job after junior college is 84%, 
compared to 66% for students graduating 
from university.

Representing Australia on the panel [5], 
Simon noted that the equivalent school in 
Australia is commonly called a TAFE, an 
institute of technical and further educa-
tion. TAFEs offer technical and vocational 
programs, including those in computing 
such as software development and web 
development. In some cases, a TAFE and 
university share a campus, and students 

Table A: Computing Programs Offered at Portland Community College

Program Type Degree/Certificate/Course Titles Typical Length

Transfer Computer Science 2 years

Associate of Applied Science
Computer Information Systems, CIS Network 
Administration, Administrative Assistant, Administrative 
Office Professional, Website Development and Design

2 years

Certificates (sampling)
Java Application Programming, Linux Server 
Administration, Database Design & SQL, Virtual Assistant, 
Web Assistant I

3 courses  
to 1 year

Non-Credit Courses 
(sampling)

Computer Security for the Home User, Creating Web 
Pages, MS Project 2013, AJAX Programming: Level 1, SQL: 
Level 1, Java Programming: Level 1

1 session  
to full term  
(10 weeks)
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with TAFE diplomas may receive anywhere 
from minimal up to almost full credit for 
their TAFE study if they go on to study at 
the university. A challenge TAFEs are fac-
ing is the Australian government’s recent 
extension of subsidies to private education 
providers (some of whom operate ques-
tionably), making it difficult for the TAFEs 
to compete.

In Peru, the Peruvian Ministry of 
Education governs all educational institu-
tions. Ernesto Cuadros-Vargas explained 
the educational system in Peru for the 
ITiCSE panel [5]. Technical colleges offer 
3-year degrees in technical areas, such as 
computer technician, as well as shorter 
programs. Students who transfer from 
a technical college to a university to 
complete a bachelor’s degree are gen-
erally able to receive recognition of their 
previous studies.

In keeping with its global mission 
to serve and support community and 
technical college educators in all aspects 
of computing education, the CCECC was 

privileged to organize the ITiCSE pan-
el described here. Furthermore, we are 
forming a group of international advisors 
to maintain an international perspective. 
Currently these include Reyyan Ayfer, from 
Bilkent University in Ankara, Turkey; and 
Margaret Hamilton, from RMIT University in 
Melbourne, Australia. Sharing perspectives 
across the world on computing education 
benefits all. I invite readers around the 
world to contact me or pass my informa-
tion along to those interested in com-
puting education at a community/junior 
college in their country. Anyone interested 
in computing education at community/
junior colleges can join the google group 
cc-ed-computing and continue the discus-
sion online. 
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A personal walk down the  
computer industry road.

BY AN EYE-WITNESS.
Smarter Than Their Machines: Oral Histories 
of the Pioneers of Interactive Computing is 
based on oral histories archived at the Charles 
Babbage Institute, University of Minnesota. 
These oral histories contain important messages 
for our leaders of today, at all levels, including 
that government, industry, and academia can 
accomplish great things when working together in 
an effective way.


